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Abstract 

High stakes testing in Nigeria like other African countries has suffered remarkable setbacks due 

to the Covid-19 pandemic. Computerised Adaptive Tests (CAT) is a paradigm shift in the 

educational assessment that ensures accuracy in ability placements. This study employed a 

survey design for describing the psychometric characteristics of a simulated 3-parameter logistic 

IRT model designs to support off-site assessments. This simulation study was designed to 

include three stages of generating examinee and item pool data, specifying the item selection 

algorithm and specifying CAT administration rules for execution with SimulCAT. Findings 

revealed that the fixed-length test guarantees a higher testing precision with an observed 

systematic error less than zero, a CMAE ranging from 0.2 to 0.3 and RMSE being consistent 

around 0.2. Findings also revealed that the fixed-length test had a higher item exposure rate 

which can be handled by falling back on the item selection methods that rely less on the a-

parameter. Also, item redundancy was lesser for the fixed-length test compared to the variable-

length test. Conclusions are for the fixed-length test option for high-stakes assessment in Nigeria. 
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Introduction 

 Covid-19 pandemic is ravaging the world in unimaginable ways with a death toll of over 

nine hundred thousand recorded globally (Worldometers.info, 2020). 

 Statistics in Africa, revealed 874,036 cases; 18,498 deaths; 524,557 recoveries  

 In Nigeria, 59,287 Infections; 1,113 Mortality (NCDC Nigeria, 2020) leading to total 

school closure in the public sector with a few private schools struggling with online 

teaching and learning handling assessment in the most unprofessional manner. Also, 

standardised examinations (WAEC and NECO) are still largely conducted as paper pencil 

and which had to be postponed due to the need to adhere to Covid-19 rules.  

 These show the that the Covid-19 Pandemic has impacted the educational sector in no 

small measures which calls for  technology led assessment solutions 

 Information and Technology (IT) has become a way of life shaping the way people work, 

play, live, think, and this holds for EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENTS often 

implemented as Computer Based Test (CBT).  

 CBT makes it possible for responses to be electronically assessed, collated, recorded and 

reported and no doubts has increase efficiency and reduces overhead costs while offering 

students an equal chance of success and as such has become attractive for both school-

based and standardized testing (Pearson VUE, 2017).  

 The shift to digital delivery of educational tests has ignited interest in developing new 

approaches to collecting evidence of students’ learning with efforts geared towards 

Computer Adaptive Testing where questions are presented to candidates based on their 

ability level (Kimura, 2017). Some benefits with CAT are ability level items, shorter 

tests, reduction in test anxiety, test efficiency, and higher measurement precision. 

 CAT is premised on Item Response Theory (IRT) which explains examinees’ responses 

to test items via a mathematical function modelled using either one (difficulty-b), two 

(discrimination-a of an item after item difficulty parameter has been computed) or three 

(guessing-c in addition to b and a) parameter to explains the level of interaction of the 

examinees with test items based on the probability of correct response (Baker, 2001; 

Magno, 2009; Oladele, Ayanwale and Owolabi, 2020). 

 Hinged on any of these models in designing CAT, the decision as to when to stop a CAT 

test is crucial (Tian et al., 2007) based on predefined termination criteria which could be 

when the item bank is exhausted which occurs generally with small-item banks, when 

every item has been administered to the test-taker with maximum test length is reached 

when the ability measure is estimated with sufficient precision; when the ability measure 

is far enough away from the pass-fail criterion or when the test-taker is exhibiting off-test 

behaviour. Also related is the exposure of items as affected by any of these stopping 

criterion   

Objective of the Study 

Feasibility studies through simulation research become necessary for making important decisions 

for CAT (Thompson & Weiss, 2011).  
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 The objective of this study is therefore to simulate three-parameter logistics IRT model 

for designing a fixed and variable length CAT programme with implications on 

measurement precision and item exposure for high-stake testing in Nigeria. 

The study was designed to examine the: 

 measurement precision of the fixed-length simulated adaptive test; 

 measurement precision of the variable-length simulated adaptive test; 

 item exposure profile of the fixed-length simulated adaptive test; 

 item exposure profile of the variable-length simulated adaptive test 

Method 

 This simulated study explored the equal and variable-length test designs implemented 

following the three components of the conventional CAT item selection algorithm which are test 

content balancing, the item selection criterion, and item exposure control; deployed, using 

SimulCAT (Han, 2012). SimulCAT is deemed appropriate being a specialized Monte-Carlo 

based simulation software. The simulated study design is explicitly described in Table 1. 

Table 1: Computerized Adaptive Testing Simulation Design using SimulCAT 

Step Activity Activity Description 

1 (Simulee and 

item data) 

Simulees  5,000 Simulees with θ–N (mean = 0; SD=1)  

Item pool  300 Items based on a 3-parameter logistic item response theory model  

a–U (0.5, 1.2); b–U (-3, 3); c– (0,0) 

2 (Item Selection) Item selection 

criterion  

Maximum Fisher information  

Item exposure 

control  

Randomesque (randomly select an item from among the 5 best items)  

Test length  Fixed length= 30 (a terminate when 30 items are attempted)  

Variable length (a terminate when standard error of estimation 

becomes smaller than 0.35) 

3 (Test 

Administration) 

Score estimation  maximum likelihood estimation with fences (lower and upper fences 

at −3.5 and 3.5, respectively)  

Initial score randomly chosen between −0.5 and 0.5  

 Using the parameters specified in Table 1, the adaptive testing algorithm simulated 

right/wrong item responses for the 5000 simulees “taking” the adaptive test at time slot 1. The 

Descriptive statistics for the item parameter estimates for an items pool of 300 for both equal of 

30 items and variable lengths are given in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for Item Pool, N=300 

Parameters Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

a .50 1.20 .8496 .20089 

b -3.00 2.96 -.0128 1.73604 

c 0 0 0 0 
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 As shown in Table 2, the mean of parameters a, b, and c to be 0.85, -0.01 and 0 

respectively for both the fixed and variable-length simulated tests. This could be as a result of the 

same examinee data and item characteristics used for the simulation. It therefore connotes that 

using same data sets yields the same parameters be it fixed or variable length tests. The result 

also shows that the b-parameter is lesser than the a-parameter while the c-parameters for both 

fixed and variable length tests was 0. 

Results 

Research Question 1: The simulation results showed that the Conditional BIAS (CBIAS) (Fig. 

1) indicated that the observed systematic error was less than zero for the fixed test length. With 

the goal of measurement precision being aimed at attaining zero observed systematic error or as 

much as possible, the fixed test length could be termed as having an adequate measurement 

precision. The simulation results also show that the Conditional Mean Absolute Error (CMAE) 

which is a summary of the overall measurement error (both systematic and non-systematic error) 
displayed diagrammatically in Fig. 2 for the fixed test length ranged from 0.2 to 0.3. The lesser 

the CMAE values, the better the measurement precision of a CAT test. As shown in Figure 3, the 

RMSE was consistent around 0.2 for fixed test length. The observed consistency with the fixed 

test length is indicative of its precision. 

Research Question 2: Conditional BIAS (CBIAS) (Fig. 4) indicated that the observed 

systematic error was greater than zero for the variable test length. With the goal of measurement 

precision being aimed at attaining zero observed systematic error or as much as possible, this is 

an undesirable outcome with variable test length. The simulation results also show that the 

Conditional Mean Absolute Error (CMAE) which is a summary of the overall measurement error 

displayed diagrammatically in Fig. 5 for the variable test length ranged from 0.2 to 0.7. This is a 

higher range compared to those obtained with fixed-length test. As shown in Figure 6, the RMSE 

was consistent around 0.3 for the variable-length test. This shows that the fixed test length has a 

higher precision than the variable test length. For typical examinees, the variable-length test is 

longer but provides only a small increase (and sometimes a decrease) in precision. 

Research Question 3: The item exposure profile was investigated using the item usage output 

file from SimulCAT which revealed that the maximum observed item exposure rate for fixed 

length was 3946 (out of 5,000 test administrations/simulees). With more than half of the 

simulated examinees seeing the item connotes that the item was over exposed. Also, for the fixed 

length, 115 of 300 items (38.3% of the item pool) were not put to use. There seem to be an 

inverse relationship between item exposure and item redundancy. Conclusions would be based 

on the outcomes with the variable length test. 

Research Question 4: The item exposure profile was investigated using the item usage output 

file from SimulCAT which revealed that maximum observed item exposure rate for variable 

length test was 3707 (out of 5,000 test administrations/simulees). Similar to the fixed-length test, 

more than half of the simulated examinees seeing the item connotes that the item was over 

exposed. Also, for the variable test length, 149 of the 300 items (49.7% of the item pool) were 

not used at all. This shows that items were better maximized with fixed than variable length tests. 

This is not without implication for the item election method used; in this case, being the ran-

domesque method and its setting (1 of the best 5 items) which points to ineffectiveness. 

According Han (2018a), changing the item selection method from randomesque to the b-

matching method may reduce the item exposure rates since it doesn’t rely on the a-parameter. 
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Discussion and Conclusions  

 The study reveal that fixed-length test guarantees a higher testing precision but with a 

higher item exposure rate which can handled by falling back on the item selection methods that 

rely less on the a-parameter. Also, item redundancy was lesser for the fixed-length test compared 

to the variable-length test. 

 A consideration for adopting CAT for high stakes assessment is the cost of technology, 

access to computing facilities and technological literacy also being an important factor relevant 

to test performance. As such, test administrators will need to guard against any potential 

advantage experienced by tech-literate students. A common criticism of item-level adaptive 

testing is that all students are not completing the same items and even if the same items are 

answered, they may not be in the same order for all students. Although tailoring is fundamental 

to adaptive testing and is an important means by which items presented to students can be 

reduced (whereas fixed order tests must present all items to cover all levels of ability), the 

possibility that different item and ordering may impact the score for an individual test-taker 

cannot be discounted. Thus, test administrators are to be appropriately vigilant and nuanced 

when interpreting score.  

 Conclusions for the fixed-length test can therefore be made which guarantees a higher 

testing precision. Furthermore, test precision aids maximizing score reliability across a wide-

ranging score scale which is usually the goal with high stakes testing. As such, fixed length test 

would go a long way to meeting this goal. CAT is usually best suited for large-scale assessments 

with huge test volumes and continuous or multiple test windows.  Because the development of an 

adaptive-form test involves more cost than a linear fixed-form test, a large population is 

necessary for a CAT testing program to be financially fruitful. 

Implications for High-stakes Assessment in Nigeria  

 Since Nigeria is characterised with large number of testees with assessments spanning for 

weeks, the financial requirements of CAT may be overlooked for measurement precision, with 

lesser number of items as well as testing time. Accurate ability estimates would be guaranteed 

and length of testing time would be reduced with ripple effects on reduced incurred costs during 

examinations. This implies that CAT is appropriate for use with high stakes testing in Nigeria 

while the accuracy of ability estimation can be leveraged on for off-site assessments for 

mitigating the handicapped situations examination bodies found themselves in the face of the 

Covid-19 pandemic. This study opens the need for further research on off-site assessment 

security. 
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